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Product Parameters
Item model number: RL05-C Red Light Therapy Wand

Product material: aluminum alloy/PC 

Power: 1.5W

Voltage: 3.7V

Battery capacity: 350mAh 

Charging input: 5V=1A 

Size: 150*15*12mm

Precautions
• Do not disassemble and modify this product without permission.

• Do not select the guide head in the opposite direction,

• Due to the deviation of the resistance value of the human body, if there is any 

discomfort, stop using it immediately.

• After use, wipe with a clean cloth or wet paper towel.

• If you find any abnormality such as vibration during use, please check whether the 

battery is low or shut down.

• When not in use for a long time, turn off the machine and store it in a dry place to avoid 

sunlight exposure.

• Place this product out of the reach of children. This product cannot be used as a toy.

Use
Cleanse the face to prevent facial oil from affecting the use experience.

Long-term use can effectively relieve skin problems such as eye fine lines, dark circles, 

eye bags, nasolabial lines, neck lines, etc., and firm and smooth skin. For different parts 

of the face, you can switch the appropriate angle to use according to different parts. The 

use method is shown in the figure below. It is recommended to use the bottom-up 

method to achieve the effect of lifting.

Smart touch on, smart power saving
When you hold the Wand, the massage head touches the skin, the 

multi-functional eye beauty instrument starts to work, and stops when 

you take it off. 

270° rotating guide
The innovative 270°" rotation can make the Wand better adapt to 

different parts such as the eye area and the lip area, as well as the 

entire face and neck skin.

Bio-microelectronics
The multi-functional beauty instrument uses the latest research and 

development technology - biological micro-electricity. The conventional ion 

function only has positive ions or negative ions, while the biological

micro-electricity has both positive and negative ions, similar to RF radio 

frequency, which is equivalent to twice the effect of conventional micro-current.

Warming
Warming feature can effectively relieve skin fatigue and promote blood 

circulation. Persistent use can relieve skin problems such as dark circles, eye 

bags, and puffiness. It can also be used with serums and creams to promote 

absorption.

Resurfacing
The multi-function beauty instrument uses 620-630nm red light. The cells in the 

dermis can absorb red light and accelerate the synthesis of cells and collagen, 

so as to achieve the effect of firming the skin, lightening acne marks and 

melanin.

Sonic vibration
The use of sonic micro-vibration can convert the serums and creams into tiny 

molecules, which are then introduced into the skin to promote absorption.

Charging
 Insert one end of the USB charging cable into the charging port at the bottom of the eye        

 beauty instrument, and connect the other end to the charger or computer USB port. 

• When the battery is low, the indicator light flashes quickly.

• When charging, the indicator light flashes slowly.

• When fully charged, the indicator light is always on. The charging time is 100 minutes 

to fully charge. The battery will be exhausted after 60 minutes of continuous use. 

• Charging time should not exceed 24 hours.

includes:
beauty instrument

charging cable

manual

Product Features

Red light Inlet Surface Body Charging port

Eye Area Face Neck


